A Resolution to Reduce our Gulf Footprint (L6)

1  WHEREAS,  The United States is unnecessarily wasting resources such as personnel,
2                   military machinery, and finances; and
3  WHEREAS,  US military presence in this region represents an opportunity for
4                   unnecessary conflict; and
5  WHEREAS,  These resources are sorely needed elsewhere, and cannot be utilized in
6                   the Gulf; now, therefore, be it
7  RESOLVED,  That the Congress here assembled reduce military presence in the gulf
8                   states including (but not limited to) aircraft, naval ships, and military
9                   personnel; and, be it
10  FURTHER RESOLVED, Personnel presence shall be downgraded to a “brigade-minus”
11                   force, aircraft carriers shall only be deployed in war time, and land-based
12                   strike aircraft presence shall be reduced to 25% of its current capacity.
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